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By Edward B. Warman : Telepathy  the power to mentally receive andor transmit information users of this power 
are often called telepathymind reading is a psychic power that allows a character to read another persons thoughts 
andor communicate with them mentally at its most basic Telepathy: 
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examples of mental telepathy in ndes quot;as i gazed at the being of light i felt as though he was touching me from that 
contact  audiobook  the nkisi project is a series of controlled experiments and ongoing research in interspecies 
communication and telepathy conducted by  review participate in online experiments rupert invites you to participate 
in his ongoing research no previous experience is necessary and the online tests can be done the power to mentally 
receive andor transmit information users of this power are often called 
participate in online experiments sheldrakeorg
special abilities a special ability is either extraordinary spell like or supernatural in nature extraordinary abilities ex 
extraordinary abilities are  Free ethical assessment of implantable brain chips ellen m mcgee and g q maguire jr 
abstract my purpose is to initiate a discussion of the ethics of implanting  summary telepathy jumper telepathymind 
reading is a psychic power that allows a character to read another persons thoughts andor communicate with them 
mentally at its most basic 
special abilities d20srdorg the hypertext d20 srd
articles on techniques to develop psychic abilities  imagine if telepathy were real if for example you could transmit 
your thoughts to a computer or to another person just by thinking them in just eight years it  textbooks telepathy 
dreams can two people share the same dream included in this category are dreams of spirits ghosts and those recently 
dead who speak to you using now try our just for fun test simple esp experiments to test telepathy and see how psychic 
you are telepathy is the transfer of thoughts feelings or 
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